This dissertation is an attempt at an inquiry into the nature and foundation of knowledge organization in a library and infonnation science (LIS) context. The objective is to contribute to raise the theoretical and practical understanding of knowledge organization within LIS.
The inquiry will be approached from an overall epistemological and sociology of knowledge framework. These two disciplines are both explicitly devoted to the study of knowledge. Put in rough tenns, epistemology is the nonnative study of knowledge, while sociology of knowledge is the descriptive or empirical study of knowledge. The dissertation will thus argue that the nature and foundation of knowledge organization includes a study of knowledge and has both nonnative and descriptive elements with regard to knowledge.
Due to the role of libraries and the like infonnation institutions in written communication, the study of recorded knowledge has a long tradition in LIS, in tenns of knowledge organization in particular. However, several schools of thought have contributed to move attention away from the concept of document. Buckland's (1999) distinction between two traditions, 'A document tradition' and'A computational tradition', in LIS can illuminate this. As the name indicates, the 'document tradition' is concerned with documents, with signifying records (Buckland, 1999, p. 970) . The 'computational tradition' is concerned with finding uses for fonnal techniques such as mechanical or mathematical (Buckland, 1999, p. 970) . Due to this distinction, Buckland links the concept of document to the 'document tradition'. About the 'document tradition' Buckland (1999, p. 971; emphasis added) writes that it " ...has to do with knowledge, meaning, learning, description, and language and ambiguity, therefore, any view of it remains incomplete unless some roots in cultural studies, in the humanities and qualitative social sciences, is acknowledged." Paying attention to develop various techniques and rules for knowledge organization has led to a separation of the systems for knowledge organization from the epistemic and discursive aspects of documents, which means that the nature and foundation of knowledge organization is not fully explained due to the unacknowledged socio-cultural roots of documents.
By viewing knowledge organization in connection with a study of documents, the dissertation contributes to underscore the importance for LIS to keep its attention on the connection between what is going to be organized and its content (the documents), and fonn (the knowledge
